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Foreword
King’s is committed to being a space for all students, from all
backgrounds. It is through our diversity that our community
can learn from one another, broaden our horizons and contribute
to the major global challenges of our times.
King’s has a long history of increasing
access to higher education for
underrepresented groups and our
widening participation work is at
the heart of our commitment to be
in service to society. However, we
recognise that the challenges many
of our students face in accessing higher
education stay with them during
their time at university and beyond.
King’s Civic Leadership Academy
(CLA) has been designed to address
these barriers by giving students access
to opportunities that will enhance their
university experience, aid their personal
development and support them in their
future careers. This innovative leadership
development and social mobility
programme further empowers students,
who are already committed to creating
positive change in society, by providing
them with knowledge, experience, skills,
attributes and connections they need to
become the civic leaders of the future.
CLA is also of mutual benefit to our
community partners who are given the
opportunity to work with our talented,
driven and civically minded students,
who bring with them fresh perspectives,
a willingness to learn and, for many, a
personal connection to the challenges
that many of our community partners
are working to address. Engaging our

brilliant students in this work is key
to fulfilling our ambition to be a civic
university at the heart of London.
I was very proud when CLA won the
2020 Guardian Education Award for
‘Employability and Entrepreneurship’,
in recognition of the programme’s
remarkable achievements and the
transformative impact it has had on
our students, local community members
and alumni who volunteered as mentors.
Despite the many challenges posed by
the COVID-19 pandemic, CLA had
great success in its pilot year, working
with 18 community partners to provide
internships for 50 students, 72% of
which identify with two or more
underrepresented characteristics.
The students completed 11,270 hours
of Service in the local community, which
included leading roundtable discussions
on supporting over 50s in the LGBTQ+
community and hosting a conference
on mental health. It is our hope that the
programme will have an even greater
social impact in the years ahead.

careers; empowering them to take on
leadership positions that will allow them
to bring about the change they hope to
see in the world. We also want to work
with our partners to measure the impact
that our students are having in the wider
community to ensure the programme
is meeting societal need in the most
effective way possible. And we don’t
want to stop there – we want to explore
opportunities for expanding the reach
of CLA to help support communities
across the UK.
King’s Civic Leadership Academy
would not have been possible without
our incredible community partners
who welcomed our students and the
diversity of thought they bring. We
cannot thank them enough for their
commitment, enthusiasm and the
inspiration they have provided for our
Civic Scholars. King’s alumni, staff
and friends have also united behind
CLA from the very beginning and
we could not be more grateful for
their continued support.
Above all, I want to give my personal
thanks to the incredible Civic Scholars
who brought their energy and passion to
the programme from day one and who
are, in my eyes, already the changemakers of the future.

Looking forward, we want to grow
the CLA programme by working in
collaboration with our community
partners to enhance opportunities for
our most underrepresented students,
enabling them to thrive both during
their time at King’s and in their future

Professor Bronwyn
Parry, Interim VicePresident & VicePrincipal, Service
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King’s Civic Leadership Academy
King’s Civic Leadership exists to address disparities in experience and outcomes for our
most underrepresented students, through a leadership development initiative for second
year undergraduate students who are committed to creating a positive change in society.

Designed to nurture the leadership potential in
every scholar, and placing civic-minded thinking
front and centre, King’s Civic Leadership Academy
connects students with inspiring community leaders
and creates opportunities for scholars to learn from
one another and their mentors.

Click to play ►

King’s Vision 2029
At King’s, we continuously seek to create innovative ways to
help shape and transform our local, nation and international
communities. King’s Vision 2029 sets out our ambition to
make the world a better place. This means working to serve,
support and sustain our communities by embedding service
to society within the educational experience and delivering
research focused on meeting societal need.
Delivering on our ambition, we have committed to enabling,
accelerating and scaling up ideas that aim to make a positive
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social difference. Summer 2019 saw the launch of CLA,
a founding ‘Big Idea’ project supported by King’s Service
Strategy and designed to accelerate our impact in society.

Civic Leadership Academy

Why this programme exists
Evidence from the wider sector and our own institution shows
that there are differences at every stage of the student life cycle
in the experiences and outcomes of underrepresented students1.
Working to address challenges reported by under-represented students, King’s
Civic Leadership Academy supports students in building their social capital,
sense of belonging and employment opportunities, whilst also creating a pipeline
of diverse talent within the charity sector.

Issue
1. Lower levels of student
satisfaction and sense
of belonging amongst
underrepresented students.
2. A student’s financial situation
impacts their ability to fully
engage with their university
experience.
3. Higher chance of unemployment
amongst students from ethnic
minority groups.
4. Lower levels of engagement
amongst under-represented
students has a wider impact on
society, who miss out on talents
and insights of those with lived
experience of the communities
being served.

Action

Outcome

1. Design a programme in which
70% of the cohort are from an
underrepresented background.

As a result of their participation
in CLA, students will leave
with improved employability,
skills, civic attitude, and a greater
sense of belonging to King’s and
the wider community.

2. Provide each student with a
bursary of £3,291 to enable
participation on the programme.2
3. Connect students with
community partners across
London, committing 240 hours
towards core projects that will
enhance the impact of their
services.
4. Deliver 60 hours of leadership
training, designed to build
connections amongst students
and improve their self-efficacy
towards civic participation.

Participating students develop
the foundation needed to become
highly employable, civically
minded and engaged citizens.
Beyond the individual, civil
society benefits from the voices
of students with lived experience
and is supported to create a more
diverse workforce.

1.	Causes of differences in student outcomes (2015) Mountford-Zimdars, A., Sabri, D., Moore, J., Sanders, J., Higham, L. Report to HEFCE
2.	Bursaries are in line with the London Living Wage.
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Programme overview
Across 9 months, King’s Civic Scholars commit 240 hours of their
time to a local charity and participate in 60 hours of leadership
training. All aspects of the programme are designed to build the
knowledge, skills and attributes that will support students in
becoming highly employable, civically minded and engaged citizens.

Placements

Leadership Development Curriculum

From supporting the London Living Wage campaign
to improving programme monitoring and evaluation for
refugees seeking employment. King’s Civic Scholars
contribute their knowledge, time and skills to a project
designed by community partners, that will enhance the
reach and impact of their services.

Designed in partnerships with King’s Careers &
Employability, King’s Alumni and Citizens UK the
Leadership Development Curriculum is at the core of the
programme. Running alongside placements, Civic Scholars
are given the space to build knowledge and skills that will
enhance their self-efficacy towards civic participation.

Readiness Week
Designed to connect students with one another,
build their knowledge of civic participation and
prepare them for their placement,
Readiness Week brings together
a range of inspiring facilitators
and speakers to explore their
skills and attributes.

Weekly placement
Returning to university full time,
Civic Scholars continue their
commitment to their community,
through a 5-hour weekly
placement.

4-week placement
Civic Scholars join their local
community partner for a 4-week
full-time placement. Organised
by community partners, the
summer placement enables students
to learn more about their community
organisation, connect with colleagues
and be involved with frontline activity.
Change-maker
Residential
The residential
brings Civic Scholars together
over a weekend, to reflect on
their experiences, deepen their
understanding of social challenges
and create space for them to
explore their leadership style.
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Masterclasses
Hearing from community leaders from across
London, Civic Scholars learn about
the various ways in which positive
change is created. Masterclasses
create opportunities for them
to discuss their learning, meet
with other change-makers and
develop their network.
Mentoring
Connecting with the wider
King’s community, Civic
Scholars are matched with
a mentor from King’s alumni
to discuss plans for their future
and to gain valuable advice for
their time on the programme
at King’s and beyond.

Civic Leadership Academy

Community partners
Our community partners are crucial to the delivery of the
programme and are actively involved in the development
and outcomes of our students.

Providence Row
Providence Row are a charity, committed to
tackling the root cause of homelessness. Based
in East London, the charity works to ensure
that everyone has a safe home and a community
in which they belong. Their holistic approach
to homelessness means that they focus their
resources, expertise and time in order to build
a community where those they serve feel valued
and respected.

The benefits for local community partners include 240 hours of additional
staff capacity to resource projects that are key to the development of
the organisation. In many cases our underrepresented students bring
lived experience to the social issues the organisations work to address.
In addition, Civic Scholars give partners the opportunity to diversify
their workforce, while also developing a pipeline of high calibre graduates.

Civic Scholars Natasha, Olivia and Evgeny
joined Providence Row supporting the
team on a range of activities, from being the
friendly face for service users to supporting
the fundraising activity needed to deliver
key projects throughout the year.

‘I think programmes such as this are
absolutely critical for the future. I believe that
the young people in our society genuinely
care about issues around homelessness and
vulnerability and want to help.

Working on the frontline, Civic Scholars
noticed challenges faced by service users in
charging their mobile phones. Recognising the
importance of having a reliable phone in order
to stay connected, the team led on a ‘fundraising
on the go’ project, pulling together creative
and quick ways to raise money for a chargeable
box that could be accessed by service users.

King’s Civic Leadership Academy helps students see practical
ways in which they can do this, and to look to the future to see
what they might want to do. It gets our message out there,
and further supports us in tackling the root causes.’
Tom O’Connor, CEO – Providence Row
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1. AVUK
2. Breaking Barriers
3. Brixton People’s Kitchen
4. Eastside Education
5. Hibiscus Initiatives
6. Home-Start Haringey
7. Into University
8. Living Wage Foundation
9. Opening Doors London
10. Pecan
11. Providence Row
12. Samaritans
13. The Kid’s Network
14. The Social Change Agency
15. Thrive LDN
16. Writerz and Scribez CIC
17. Young Barnet Foundation
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Our first year in numbers
Out of the 50 students who joined
the first cohort of the CLA:
Engagement

 90% of Civic Scholars
completed the
programme
 6% incomplete due to
external responsibilities
 4% incomplete due
to mental health and
wellbeing

70%
66%

identify as
an ethnic minority

are recipients of the
King’s Living Bursary

In our pilot year Civic Scholars...
delivered

56%

11,270 hours

are the first in their family
to go to University

of service to their local community

engaged in

3,000
hours

of training, learning
and professional
development

4%

were from a vulnerable group
(care-experienced, estranged,
forced migrant, young carer)

connected with

50 mentors

from King’s Alumni community

‘I hope to pursue a career in
international development.
The charity placement
at Breaking Barriers had
drawn my attention to some of the issues
and made me aware of the scale of them.
This experience has helped me develop
core professional skills – interacting with
colleagues, meeting deadlines and working
in a team, to mention a few.’
Dominic Gibbs, BSc Economics and Management.
Intern at Breaking Barriers.
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20%
UK

68%

72%

of students declared
a disability

International

32%

identified with two or more underrepresented characteristics
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Kira’s story
Originally from Somerset, Kira is the first in their family
to go to university. ‘I’d not visited King’s before I enrolled,
so moving to London was a huge cultural shock. The stately
buildings of Bush House and the grandness of it all, at times,
felt quite intimidating. I never thought I’d be studying at
a place like this.’
Like a lot of students, Kira spent much of their free time
working to support a life in London. King’s Civic Leadership
Academy (CLA) had caught their eye because of the fantastic
experience it presented and receiving the bursary meant Kira
could afford to take part.

‘I felt that CLA would allow me to step outside of
my bubble, to be part of London and get to know
people beyond my area and university. I wanted to do
something for the city, and this seemed like a great way
to do so.’
After joining CLA, Kira had the opportunity to choose one
of King’s community partners. As a young trustee themselves
and having seen first-hand the benefits of diverse boards,
there was one organisation that leapt out at them. The Young
Trustees Movement (YTM) seeks to double the number of
charity trustees aged 30 and under by 2024. They also aim
to ensure that boards reflect a more diverse demographic.
Mita Desai is a Programme Manager at the YTM and worked
closely with Kira. ‘I was always impressed with the inclusive
lens that Kira raised,’ says Mita, who herself was once a

‘The fresh perspectives that interns brought into
these spaces has been key. Our interns really
helped us future proof our plans and there were
so many times in which my way of
thinking was positively challenged,
for the betterment of the strategy.
It was important that we put in
place a culture where the interns’
views and input were valued.’
Mita Desai, Programme Manager,
Young Trustees Movement
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young trustee. ‘Their earlier experiences on charity boards
was serendipitous and offered a great deal of direction. I’m
also a dinosaur when it comes to using social media, so Kira’s
knowledge of how to use platforms helped spread the word
of the movement.’

And spread it did. Having built a strong personal social media
following, Kira knew how to engage with young people. They
coordinated the launch of the YTM’s presence on Twitter,
sending the movement viral. The account’s inaugural tweet
reached 62,000 people and generated 877 profile visits in the
first 48 hours alone. All this activity led to engagements with
the YTM homepage increasing by 1,500% on the first day.

‘I was like, straight up, this is what I want to
do,’ remembers Kira. ‘I was so buzzed about it.’
Beyond this successful launch, Kira had a hand in shaping
every aspect of the YTM’s work. From branding and copy
to strategic planning, their input wasn’t only welcomed
but encouraged. ‘The fresh perspectives Kira brought have
been key,’ says Mita. ‘There were so many times when they
positively challenged my way of thinking, for the betterment
of the strategy.’
For Kira, being on King’s Civic Leadership Academy was
nothing short of life changing: ‘It helped me understand what
I wanted to do in the future, and has given me experience and
skills I can use when preparing for job interviews. I’ve now got
relevant and meaningful experience that I can draw upon.’

Civic Leadership Academy

Our impact
Our intended
outcomes
That participation
on King’s Civic
Leadership
Academy would:

Build stronger

Enhance students’

employability
skills and
career
readiness

civic leadership

Working with King’s What Works Department to evaluate the
impact of the programme, CLA implemented 5 validated selfreported surveys to identify whether progress was made against
our key research aims. This included:
Settling into Kings: Belongingness3
Career Readiness: Employability skills
General Self-Efficacy Scale: Self-efficacy4
Civic engagement scale: Civic Engagement5
Interpersonal support evaluation scale: Social capital6

These surveys used actual, rather than perceived, knowledge
measures to collect self-reported levels on validated scales.7

What were the results?
A total of 45 students completed the programme. Six of those
students did not provide self-reported data for all evaluation scales
and so were not included in measuring the impact on the metrics.
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Civic Engagement
77.87
73.77

35
30
25
20
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5
0

3.	https://www.kcl.ac.uk/study/widening-participation/what-works/finalwhatworkstwoyear-reportjuly2020.pdf (Primary impact analysis, collected at enrollment alongside
Career Readiness survey)
4.	Schwarzer, R., & Jerusalem, M. (1995). Generalized Self-Efficacy scale. In J. Weinman,
S. Wright, & M. Johnston, Measures in health psychology: A user’s portfolio. Causal
and control beliefs (pp. 35-37). Windsor, UK: NFER-NELSON (Secondary impact
analysis, repeated surveys collected August 2019 and March 2020)
5.	Doolittle, A. & Faul, A. C. (2013). Civic Engagement Scale: A Validation Study.
Available at: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2158244013495542.
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Repeated measures ANOVA was run to evaluate the
impact of the CLA on Self-efficacy, Social Capital,
and Civic Engagement.
Students on the CLA reported an increase on each of the
metrics, with participants reporting a significant increase
on Self-efficacy F(1,38)=24.2, p<0.001 and Social Capital
F(1,38)=5.79, p<0.05, whilst the increase on Civic
Engagement was not statistically significant F(1,38)=2.01,
p=0.164. This may be expected as the nature of the programme
is likely to attract students who already demonstrate civic
participation and engagement prior to participating. Selfreported measures on sense of belonging and career readiness,
collected in October 2020 showed no significant difference.
We recognise there are extraneous variables affecting
a student’s levels in each of these areas. Self-reporting
by participants presents a limitation of impact evaluation
and this is an area that we will explore with the What
Works department for future cohorts.

Self-efficacy*

Students completing pre-programme survey in August 2019

students and increase
their sense of
belonging at King’s
and within the
local community

selfefficacy for

How did we evaluate this?

•
•
•
•
•

relationships among

Increase
students’

32.54
30.31

30
25

Social Capital*
28.51
25.44

20
15
10
5
0

Students completing post-programme survey in March 2020
(Secondary impact analysis, repeated surveys collected August 2019 and March 2020)
6.	Williams, D. (2006). On and Off the ‘Net: Scales for Social Capital in an Online
Era. Available at: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.10836101.2006.00029.x. (Secondary impact analysis, repeated surveys collected August
2019 and March 2020)
7.	Civic Engagement, Self-efficacy and Social Capital scores are based on amalgamated
responses (1-5) to a varied number of questions devised by KCLA and are not
comparable between each-other.
*	Statistically significant
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Key learnings from our pilot year
Through conversations with our students, community
partners and our own observations, we learnt a lot about
what works and what can be done to make the programme
even better. Building on our pilot, we aim to:
Support students from the very beginning;
even before they’ve started
We will embed King’s Careers and Employability
support into the recruitment phase, providing
guidance around applications and interviews
to prospective applicants and signposting them
to support available across the university.
Provide more structured support to students
and community partners
The success of CLA and the mutual benefit it offers
relies on all stakeholders to fully participate in the
programme. We recognise that students require
scaffolded support for them to succeed. To address
this, we will implement clear guidelines, coaching
and advice both to students and community
partners that will enable all to get the most from
their experience.
Focus on developing students’ core competencies
Through CLA we set out to develop students who
are highly employable, civically minded and engaged
citizens. To achieve this, we naturally focused on
key skills that underpin effective leadership and
civic participation. In the future we need to build
on this experience to be more specific and intentional
about the core competencies we aim to develop.
By focusing on these we can design every element
of the programme to hit the mark and enable
students to reach long-term outcomes.
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Build on the success of the Leadership
Development Curriculum
We will further develop the programme
of events, masterclasses and learning and
development activities. Based on feedback
from the pilot programme, we will partner with
Citizens UK to embed community organising
at the core of the programme, providing a
technique for students to build relationships
within King’s and the local community and,
most importantly, to take action on social issues
that are important to them.
Through regular opportunities to provide peer
support, we also aim to build a strong community.
Reinforcing this will be a focus on mental health
by establishing a supportive and educational
culture with wellbeing as a core priority. We
strongly believe that students will only be able
to help others in their community if they are
able to care about themselves first.
Further embed evaluation techniques
to measure the impact of the programme
We partnered with the What Works Department
at King’s to develop a research protocol for the
programme. This provided a robust basis for
evaluating the pilot, which we will continue
to use to monitor the effectiveness of the
programme and its impact. We recognise there
is potential for further evaluation techniques,
which may be used in the future. These include
comparator groups between students involved
and students not involved in the programme,
as well as randomised control trials.
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Finally, thank you
King’s Civic Leadership Academy would not have been possible without the commitment and support
of so many people. Thank you to our alumni mentors, facilitators, and donors for their support.
We extend our particular thanks to David Meller whose inaugural donation enabled CLA’s pilot year,
to David Martinelli and Ush Patel, international alumni based in the USA, who are supporting the
future of the programme and to the Kingsmakers and the Kingsmaker Guild for their ongoing support.
Thank you to our community partners who shared their expertise with our students, championed
them and created opportunities for them to thrive.
Most importantly, thank you to the real change makers, our Civic Scholars

Interested in building the next
generation of change-makers?
We’re always looking for charities, social
enterprises, community interest companies, trusts
and foundations to be our community partners.
Visit kcl.ac.uk/studentsuccess to find out
more or say hello at civicleadership@kcl.ac.uk
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Follow us @KCLsuccess
#KingsCivicScholar
#ServiceAtKings

